
Turn & Go feature for extremely narrow stairs  
Handicare is delighted to introduce the Turn & Go; a new option that is available for use with the
Van Gogh and Rembrandt track. Turn & Go means you can now install a curve stairlift on stair that 
are only 69cm* wide so you help make everyday life easier for even more people.

Turn & Go combines the Classic, Elegance and Alliance seats with a powered swivel at the top and 
bottom of the stairs. The user can travel at an angle of 70° to the track which means the stairlift can 
operate in less space making it suitable for particularly narrow staircases.    

TURN & GO
For very narrow 
stairs 

Only 
69 cm 
Clear 
width!



Suitable for narrow stairwells
Turn & Go gives you the opportunity to offer a range of 
seats (Classic, Elegance and Alliance) with a powered 
swivel for use in homes with staircases as narrow as 
69cm.

Seat Comparison
Turn & Go (70°)

Classic/Elegance/
Alliance

Downward Facing 
Seat (45°) 

Standard Seat 
Position (90°)

Minimum width 
of stairs*

Van Gogh 69 cm 69 cm 74 cm

Minimum width 
of stairs*

Rembrandt 77 cm 77 cm 77 cm

Automatic swivel Yes No Option

Manual swivel No Yes Yes

Offset footplate Yes Yes Option

*The above dimensions are based on a thigh length of 60 cm. 
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How does Turn & Go work?  
If sitting down at the bottom of the stairs your customer 
activates the joystick in an upward direction.
The automatic swivel function will then swivel the seat
to an angle of 70°, turning the customer to face the
ground floor, with their back to the stairs, before starting
to travel upwards. 

At the top of the stairs, the customer keeps the joystick 
engaged to swivel the seat to a neutral position, allowing
the customer to get off safely. In order to allow for a safe 
dismount on the landing a minimum overrun of 50cm is 
required with all Turn & Go installations.

When going downstairs, the seat will first swivel to the 
turned position before setting off.
Users should be aware that with Turn & Go they will face 
downstairs when using the stairlift and, when parked,
the seat will remain in the 70° swivelled position.


